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I. CONTEXT

A pilot project
- Goal:

to evaluate the potential of the approach

(pedagogy, didactics, staff development)
- Internal fundings (failure prevention & retention program):

a researcher one day per week during 9 months.
- 7 teachers / two pedagogical advisers

Vocabulary
bottleneck / Treshold concept / learning obstacle / learning
lock/bolt
• A series of mental operation
• , needed for the aqcuisition/mastery of a know-how/attitude,
• which over and over again cause trouble, confusion, failure to

learn
• to a large number of students
• despite efforts of teachers (frustration)

Intellectual processes targeted by the approach are critical to
become an expert in the field.

Assumptions
• The bottleneck can be explained by a

gap between what is taught and what
should be taught
• This gap is a « by-product » of the
teacher expertise (Bottleneck ≈
Eriksson)

What We Need to Teach
(From Airport to University College Cork)
• Use caution - may involve errors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

or sections not suited for
walking
Cork Airport Kinsale Road,
Cork, Ireland
Head south
At the roundabout, take the 2nd
exit onto Avenue 2000
Go through 1 roundabout
At the roundabout, take the 2nd
exit
At the roundabout, take the 1st
exit onto N27
Slight left onto Forge Hill
Turn right onto Pouladuff
Rd/Pouladuff Road

• Continue to follow Pouladuff Road
• Go through 2 roundabouts
• Turn left toward Glendalough
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park
Continue onto Glendalough Park
Continue onto Hartland's Ave
Continue onto Dorgan's Rd
Continue onto Highfield Ave
Continue onto Gaol Walk
Turn left
Destination will be on the left
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What We Actually Teach
(From Airport to University College Cork)
• ...
• Cork Airport Kinsale Road,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cork, Ireland
...
...
Go through 1 roundabout
At the roundabout, take the 2nd
exit
At the roundabout, take the 1st
exit onto N27
...
Turn right onto Pouladuff
Rd/Pouladuff Road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to follow Pouladuff Road
...
...
Continue onto Glendalough Park
Continue onto Hartland's Ave
...
Continue onto Highfield Ave
Continue onto Gaol Walk
...
Destination will be on the left

(Bottleneck ≈ Tyler, Leclercq, Biggs)
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Fig. 1. The pilot study targeted Stages 1 and 2 of the Middendorf and Pace cycle (2004)

II. METHOD

Step 1 - Project presentation
• Standardized individual meetings (15’) introducing

volunteers to the Decoding the Disciplines approach
(may – june 2016)
• Short online questionnaire collecting spontaneous

views on the approach (june –july –2016)
• Optional readings on bottlenecks and/or threshold

concepts sent to volunteers

Step 2 - Bottlenecks description
- 10-line description of 2 or 3 bottlenecks they thought of for their courses
(september-october 2016)

Step 3 - Decoding interview
45’ video-recorded decoding interview with each
teacher
Guidelines: D. Pace recommendations (2017), a list of
relevant questions collated from different sources,
examples of Decoding interviews
(http://decodingthedisciplines.org) (october-november
2016)

Step 4 - Cross-analysis
- Interviews uploaded on Frame.io platform
- Teachers/pedagogical advisers tag mental

operations they detect in the own discourse.
(november –décember- january 2017)
- https://app.frame.io/?p=HlY9uIzT

Step 5 - Debriefing
-A final two-pronged conversation: confrontation (based on a visual) and

feedback was set up with each teacher.
-A last question: “would you like to go further with the DD cycle?” (JanuaryFebruary 2017)



Bottleneck « unfolded »



Not a bottleneck actually



Emerging bottleneck

Légende :

Oi enseignant

OI Conseiller

Remarque/commentaire

Piste de régulation

Data gathering (according to the
3Ps)
• Participation (engagement): data

source = the plain observations of
professor’s engagement and
persistence in the project.
• Perception: data sources = short
questionnaires filled in at Step 1 +
feedback given at Step 5.
• Performance: data source = tags in
the decoding interviews videos.

III. RESULTS

Participation
Out of the 10 professors contacted
(on the suggestion of the “Study
Guidance Service” of the
university), 2 declined, invoking a
lack of time, and one entered the
process but gave up at Step 3

Participation
R. 1

Geomechanics (Faculty of applied sciences)

R. 2
R. 3

Chemistry (Facuty of sciences)

R. 4
R. 5

History (Faculty of Humanities)

R. 6

Sociology (Faculty of Social sciences)

R. 7

Electronics (Faculty of applied sciences)

Performance
• Out of the 28 bottlenecks written down “on paper”

at Step 2, 16 were examined in the decoding
interviews during a time period running between
4’ and 42’ (M = 19’, SD = 10).
• Short durations usually reflected – but not always
– that the assumed bottleneck turned out not to
be one.
• Professors related a total of 62 mental operations
to the bottlenecks while the pedagogical adviser
identified 119 thereof.

Respondents

R. 1

Decoding interviews (Step 3)
Bottlenecks
Bottlenecks Bottlenecks
considered
confirmed
discussion
time

Cross-analysis (Step 4)
Intellectual
Intellectual
moves tagged moves tagged
by professors by the adviser

V1
No
19’58
/
/
V2
Yes
12’05
9
8
V3
Y
15’14
5
5
R. 2
V1
N
4’05
/
/
V2
Y
19’26
3
15
V3
Y
11’07
1
4
V4
Y
21’03
1
13
R. 3
V1
Y
22’01
4
10
V2
N
12’05
/
/
V3
New*
6’29
2
3
R. 4
V1
Y
24’15
8
14
R. 5
V1
Y
42’35
27
25
R. 6
V1
Y
29’
2
9
V2
Y
28’
0
6
R. 7
V1
N
12’
/
/
V2
Y
21’
0
7
New* = Bottleneck that emerged in the Decoding Interview (not described at Step 2)

Perceptions before exposure to DD
approach
Based on the information they received at Step 1, professors
credited DecoDisc of potential benefits:
•Identify student needs;
•Identify what can be problematic;
•Fostering own reflective practice;
•Improve their teaching;
•Increase student success;
•Explain the implicit;
•Nurture a personal reflection on professors’ attitude;
•Directly resolve specific problems;
•Weave both didactic and pedagogical approach of topics;

Perceptions before exposure to DD
approach
Beforehand, the approach also aroused some
professors’ reluctance due to:
•the time entailed by the participation to the
process;
•the lack of knowledge about threshold concepts
and bottlenecks;
•the fact that the approach is based only on their
own experience
•intuitions that, to be effective, DecoDisc must be
linked with higher-level teaching/learning
strategies

Perceptions after having been exposed to
DD approach
• Ratio workload (7h, optimistic estimate)/benefit considered

positive by all teachers.
• Unpleasant to see oneself on the screen (6 teachers) but “relistening to what I said on the spot war interesting (R.3) and
“seeing myself talking was revealing of the extent to which
certain intellectual operations seemed to him seamless” (R.6).
• Satisfaction : “I noticed buried things” (R.3), “I took a step back”
(R3) and “I had to take the time for an enriched reflection”
(R.1).
• Déjà vu: “the type of questions raised by interviewers (i.e:
“what do I do as an expert when I face this problem”) was
already present to their mind when they developed the
instructional scripts of their courses (R1) + R7 similar

- Discomfort (introspection): “it is not easy to analyze one’s

own practice with one’s glasses” (R1).
- Anxiety: “This reveals my limits as an expert” (R5)
- Novelty: (R.3): “It brought a different view on a course that
I have been giving for 10 years and that I have depleted in
terms of pedagogical reflection and action” and "it’s
always a pleasure to get to know new proposals in
pedagogy that can inspire ways to do better or differently"
(R. 4).
- Eye-opener: “The final debriefing enabled me to realize
that aspects of disciplinary know-how are not easy for his
students” (R.6) + “it yielded ideas for further interventions
in my course” (R.3, who, interestingly, set up tests in order
to confront some reflections on bottlenecks to his
students’ performance) + R6: “it allowed me to realize that
some teaching/learning elements seemed to me, wrongly,
very obvious and basic”

VI. DISCUSSION AND
FURTHER WORK

• Observation 1 – DecoDisc helps teachers to make aspects of

teaching and learning (here: bottlenecks) an
• object of attention OK
• object of action UNSURE (satisfaction, learning, new or renewed

awareness, effect next year – no public decision to move ahead and
even no genuine “private” intention expressed). Transition to step 3
was OUR bottleneck
• Explanations:
• a) the whole cycle should have been presented, right from the start, as
a “take or leave” option,
• b) the teachers were already aware of the bottlenecks which were not
enough “striking” to impulse a treatment
• c) the bottlenecks were too “big” to be dealt with, possibly due to a lack
of training of the interviewers to manage the conversation at the “right
level”
• d) hard-pressed teachers rightly considered that they had spent efforts
on the approach and had no time left for a follow-up
• e) the following idea was maybe in some heads: “despite years of
student support, despite all efforts I have been doing, the average
success/failure rate remains desperately even, so why would this
approach make a difference?”.
• Others ?

• On their side, the pedagogical advisers remain strongly

convinced by the DD approach because its Cycle
addresses a core concern of the teaching practice
(obstacles to learning) and, doing so, can help
concentrating disciplinary/pedagogical efforts on the
courses themselves, and then possibly prevent remedial
schooling.
• However, the pedagogical advisers have also to admit
that they hit upon their own bottleneck in this pilot: the
transition to Stage 3.
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